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Sound Quality

If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 

of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
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If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 
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Viewing Quality
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 

participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 

Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email 

that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 

ext. 2.
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Program Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please 

complete the following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located

to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the

printer icon.
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AGENDA

•History of  California’s Proposition 22
•Control and Flexibility of  Drivers
•Restrictions on Non-Compete
Agreements

•Compensation Structures
•Healthcare Stipend
•The Future of  the Gig Economy
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HISTORY OF PROPOSITION 22

• App-based drivers were classified as independent
contractors prior to Prop 22.

• The California Legislature passed Assembly Bill 5 in 2019,
codifying the ABC test created by the California Supreme
Court in Dynamex Operations West, Inc. v. Superior Court of  Los
Angeles 4 Cal. 5th 903 (2018).

• Prop 22 was the gig economy’s response to AB 5.
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HISTORY OF PROPOSITION 22
• Uber’s and Lyft’s campaign

• California voters’ reception of Prop 22



CONTROL AND FLEXIBILITY OF DRIVERS



WHO IS COVERED UNDER PROP 22?
An app-based driver is an independent contractor and not 
an employee if the following conditions are met:

(1) No unilaterally-set schedule or minimum number of
hours required

(2) No requirement to accept particular jobs

(3) No restriction on working for another rideshare service
or in any other job



DID DRIVERS LACK FLEXIBILITY BEFORE PROP 
22?

• The false dichotomy of employee status and flexibility

• How app-based services company can still control drivers



A NOTE ON FORCED ARBITRATION
• How workers enforce the benefits set forth in Prop 22

• The transportation exemption under the Federal
Arbitration Act and recent court decisions



RESTRICTION ON NONCOMPETES



RECALL THE COVERAGE REQUIREMENTS
An app-based driver is an independent contractor and not 
an employee if the following conditions are met:

(1) No unilaterally-set schedule or minimum number of
hours required

(2) No requirement to accept particular jobs

(3) No restriction on working for another rideshare service
or in any other job



IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROVISION
• Did drivers gain a new privilege?

• Can drivers really compete if they wanted to do so?



COMPENSATION STRUCTURES



MINIMUM EARNINGS FOR DRIVERS

• A minimum “net earnings floor” guides drivers’ pay for each
pay period (i.e., every 14 days). This amount is composed of:

• 120% of  applicable minimum wage for all engaged time; and
• A per-mile compensation for vehicle expenses, adjusted annually

(currently $0.30 for 2021).

• Company pays the difference between drivers’ actual earnings
and net earnings floor each pay period.

• Engaged time limits the hours considered for purposes of  the
net earnings floor.

• Applicable minimum wage can vary.
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OTHER REQUIREMENTS
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• Tips are the sole property of  the driver and cannot reduce
earnings.

• Company must provide what are, in effect, modified wage
statements to drivers each pay period.

• All companies that hire app-based drivers must provide
occupational accident insurance and accidental death insurance
for drivers.

• Delivery network companies (e.g., DoorDash) must also maintain
automobile liability insurance.

• Transportation network companies (e.g., Uber, Lyft) must also
maintain liability insurance.



IMPLICATIONS OF PROP 22’S 
COMPENSATION STRUCTURES

•Drivers’ actual earnings can vary each pay period.
•No overtime, though certain rest periods are required.
•Limitations on access to traditional government safety 
nets (e.g., workers’ compensation, unemployment, 
etc.).
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HEALTHCARE STIPEND



KEY ELEMENTS
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• Stipend amount depends on hours of  engaged time the driver logs per 
week.

• 25+ hours per week: stipend of  100% of  the average ACA contribution for the 
applicable average monthly Covered CA premium for each month in the quarter

• 15-24 hours per week: stipend of  50% of  the average ACA contribution for the 
applicable average monthly Covered CA premium for each month in the quarter

• Company may require proof  of  current enrollment in a qualifying health 
plan.

• Company must pay healthcare stipend within 15 days of  the end of  the 
calendar quarter or the driver’s submission of  proof  of  enrollment, 
whichever is later.

• Every gig economy company the driver works for is subject to these 
healthcare stipend requirements. 



IMPLICATIONS

•Likely to increase recordkeeping requirements for 
companies.

•May allow drivers to fully fund their health insurance 
premiums, depending on hours of  engaged time 
logged with each company.

•Driver must be the primary policyholder on the health 
plan to qualify for the stipend.
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THE FUTURE OF THE GIG ECONOMY



WHAT’S AHEAD FOR EMPLOYERS

•California litigation challenging Prop 22
•Legislation similar to Prop 22 in other states to
respond to variations on the ABC test

•Expansion of  the gig economy into other industries
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WHAT’S AHEAD FOR WORKERS
• Permanency of Prop 22
• Challenging classification decisions in California
• Potential campaigns in other states
• Potential federal legislation
• Why worker classification matters for workers and
the greater public

• The future of work



QUESTIONS?
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CONTACT INFORMATION

•Nicole F. Dailo – ndailo@nilanjohnson.com
•Caroline E. Bressman – cbressman@nka.com
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